The spatial vector and loop allow a more concise description of the heart's total electromotive force at an instant, and throughout the cardiac cycle, than the conventional electrocardiogram and the three-plane vectorcardiogram.
The vector sum of x, y, and z can be obtained by setting y off from the end of x, then setting z off from the end of y, and connecting free onset with free end (Henrici and Turner, 1903; Rutherford, 1951) . In keeping with the " law of commutation," components may be drawn in any desired order. Thus in Fig. 3A x follows z, and y follows x. It is not possible to perform the summation of three non-coplanar components, without transformation into coplanar pairs. Transformation is easily achieved if in equation (1) Esp=Ef+z=Ec+y=Es+x .(2) This is to say that at any instant the spatial cardiac vector is the vector sum of a plane vector and of the voltage in the non-coplanar component lead. The sum of Ec and y is used in the present study. Each spatial vector is determined in two stages, expressed by the equations x+z=Ec and Ec+y =Esp. All terms of equation x+z=Ec are in the coronal plane (Fig. 3B) ; those of equation Ec+y=Esp, in a plane which is perpendicular to the coronal and intersects the latter plane in a line corresponding to the coronal vector (Fig. 3C ). Spatial Coordinate System. The direction of frontal, coronal, and sagittal plane vectors can be stated in terms of a circular scale, such as Einthoven's, if all vectors in the plane are drawn to commence from the centre of the scale. In the present study this type of representation has been extended as follows: the direction of any spatial vector commencing at the centre of a sphere can be indicated by marking a point on the sphere's surface. To be able to state the position of such points, a coordinate network will have to be drawn on the sphere. The earth's longitude-latitude network was chosen for this purpose (Fig. 3D) . It has the advantage of being well known and easily visualized. The coronal plane was laid through the equator, the frontal plane through the 00 longitude great circle, of the globe. " Viewing" the coronal plane from below, the negative 498 group.bmj.com on May 4, 2017 -Published by http://heart.bmj.com/ Downloaded from SPATIAL VECTORS angles of the Einthoven scale in that plane are disposed anteriorly. Longitude, ranging from 00 to 1800, was therefore called negative on the anterior, positive on the posterior hemisphere. Latitude ranged from 00 at the equatorial circle, headward to 900, and footward to -90°. The angle , enclosed by Ec and the X axis, is identical with the longitude (Fig. 3E) , and the angle 0, enclosed by Ec and Esp with the latitude (Fig. 3F) , of the spatial vector.
Construction of Spatial Vectors. The two vector summations z+x and Ec+y can be carried out on the ECG strip (Fig. 4) . As an alternative method a biaxial chart (Fischmann and Brown, 1954 (Fig. 2) ) may be used for the summation of x and y; whilst Fig. 5 of the present paper was employed for the summation of Ec and y. The Angle Enclosed by Two Spatial Vectors. The significance of the QRS-T angle was shown by Grant et al. (1951) , further studied on mechanical vector models by Langner (1952) , Urschel and Denton (1952), and Simonson and Ross (1953) (Fig. 6A) . The 
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shortest distance between the two marks on the globe's surface is then measured with a cotton thread (Fig. 6B) . If the thread is placed on the equator, the angle enclosed by the two vectors can be directly read (Fig. 6C) .
Single-curve Vectorcardiogram. If points corresponding to consecutive vectors of a cardiac cycle were marked on the surface of the globe, the curve connecting these points would indicate the direction but not the magnitude of instantaneous spatial vectors throughout the cardiac cycle. Such a curve can be transferred onto a flat sheet of paper, as maps are " projected " from the terrestrial globe onto a sheet (Steers, 1949 Grant and Estes (1951), Shillingford and Brigden (1951) , and with the present method. Reasons for choosing one of the two possible " points of view " are not given in most published studies. It was felt that with the present method, as scalar leads were used, " consistency in convention of sign " (Robertson, 1951) should be observed. Leads of the " cube " lead arrangement so recorded, resemble in their patterns conventional leads with parallel axes, facilitating correlation. Forward directed vectors give upward deflections in conventional leads with sagittal or near-sagittal axes (VI, 2, 3), also in " consistently " recorded lead Z. This is to say that these leads present the coronal plane as seen from below.
SUMMARY
Methods for the determination of spatial cardiac vectors, from leads of the " cube " reference system, have been described. A two-channel scalar electrocardiograph was used to record a frontal lead-pair (caudo-cranial and transverse lead), and a coronal lead-pair (sagittal and transverse lead).
Spatial vectors and loops can be described in a non-quantitative fashion, from simple inspection of the two lead-pairs. A method for the quantitative determination of the magnitude and direction of spatial vectors, on the electrocardiographic strip or on two biaxial charts, is suggested. The longitude-latitude network of the terrestrial globe is used as a spatial coordinate system, to define the direction of spatial vectors. A terrestrial " blackboard globe " is used as a vector model, to determine the angle enclosed by two spatial vectors.
